
Solution Brief

With the growth of mobile and cloud technologies it is more important 

than ever to apply protection that travels with the data. If your 

information is encrypted it is always protected, even if lost or stolen. 

Microsoft® Rights Management Services (RMS) provides protection for 

sensitive documents and email through the creation and enforcement 

of persistent security policies that live with the information—no matter 

where it goes. Traditionally, one of the major roadblocks to widespread 

RMS adoption has been a lack of solutions supporting RMS on mobile 

devices.

Mobile Data Protection Challenge

Because RMS was initially designed for desktop users, accessing RMS 

protected information remains a challenge on mobile devices. Though 

Microsoft supports RMS on Windows Phone, they do not provide RMS 

support for iOS, Android, or within MDM environments such as Good 

and AirWatch.

Many enterprises are rolling out iOS and Android devices to their users, 

but the lack of RMS support has forced organizations to limit what 

information can be shared with mobile users. With 24% of the workforce 

already reporting that they use a tablet or smartphone as their primary 

work device, it is imperative that workers are able to access the 

information they need, whenever and wherever they need it. 

Additionally, as some companies migrate from on premise Active 

Directory (AD) RMS to Azure RMS, it is important that enterprise-grade 

mobile apps are capable of supporting both deployment models.

Extending Microsoft Rights Management 
Services (RMS) to the Mobile Platform

Mobile users can now access and share RMS 
protected information on Mobile devices

The standard mail apps, such as 

Apple Mail, do not have the ability 

to open RMS protected files. 

TITUS enables users to access 

RMS protected email and files. 
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TITUS Solutions for Mobile Devices

TITUS has developed an app that allow users to view and protect 

information using Microsoft RMS on iOS and Android devices. 

1. Viewing RMS Protected Office documents and files – By providing 

a secure document container with direct access to corporate 

SharePoint, Box, and other cloud libraries, the TITUS app allows 

users to find and view RMS protected Microsoft Office files regardless 

of whether the information was protected using AD RMS or Azure 

RMS. Users can access RMS protected information in the native 

Office formats (.docx, .xlsx, .pptx,). In addition, the TITUS document 

container can also access files protected in the Microsoft universal 

RMS pfile format.
“We’re excited to see TITUS’s new 

Microsoft Rights Management 

support for the iOS platform. 

TITUS Classification for Mobile 

offers native support for reading 

RMS protected messages, making 

RMS protection very transparent 

for users on iOS who are already 

familiar with the built-in mail 

client. Use of the new RMS 

developer kits for iOS means that 

email and documents remain 

protected until consumed on the 

iOS device. A combination of 

email and document containers, 

TITUS Classification for Mobile 

provides a powerful set of 

applications capable of RMS 

protected email and document 

handling,” 

Dan Plastina

Group Program Manager for 

Microsoft Rights Management.

RMS protected 
documents

RMS protected 
document user 
authentication

RMS protected 
document view
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2. Opening RMS protected email messages – Several email apps, 

including Apple Mail (iOS) and Gmail (Android), are not capable of 

accessing RMS protected information. RMS protected messages 

arrive as .rpmsg formatted attachments. To access the email, the user 

simply taps on the .rpmsg attachment and selects the TITUS app to 

open it. Once the user has provided their credentials, the message 

will be decrypted and displayed (along with any attachments) within 

the secure TITUS app, where it can be managed according to RMS 

rights and policies.

3. Protecting documents and files (iOS only)  – TITUS can apply RMS 

protection to documents and files on iOS devices. The information 

is protected in the .pfile format which can easily be decrypted and 

viewed on the desktop or on other mobile devices.

RMS protected email 
in Apple Mail as an 

attachment

Open the RMS protected 
attachment into the 

TITUS Docs app

View the RMS protected 
email

TITUS Classification for Mobile 

helps organizations:

• Classify from mobile devices

• Prevent mobile data loss

• Protect business data in a secure 

container

• Control data sharing via upload, 

email, print, copy, or opening 

into other Apps 

• Access Microsoft® SharePoint® 

and Cloud storage from one 

secure app

• Extend Microsoft RMS® to 

mobile devices

TITUS simplifies the use of RMS 

for email, Microsoft Office® and 

files. The iOS apps work with both 

Azure and AD RMS
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The TITUS Advantage

For more than a decade, TITUS has been enabling Microsoft RMS 

solutions on the desktop, and is uniquely positioned to meet the 

requirements of customers looking to protect information on mobile 

devices using AD RMS and Azure RMS. 

TITUS Classification for Mobile is an easy-to-use email and document 

security solution for mobile devices that prevents data loss and ensures 

the right users have access to the right information. With TITUS, users 

are able to identify and classify email sensitivity directly from the 

device’s native email app. Classifications are applied as visual labels 

which raise user security awareness and help to enforce secure data 

sharing policy. TITUS Classification for Mobile enables secure sharing of 

information by providing one point of access to SharePoint and Cloud 

storage. TITUS policies control how documents are shared and can 

apply Microsoft RMS protection to files directly from the mobile device. 

TITUS solutions are trusted by millions of users in over 120 countries 

around the world. Our customers include Dell, Provident Bank, Dow 

Corning, Safran Morpho, United States Air Force, NATO, Pratt and 

Whitney, Canadian Department of National Defence, and the Australian 

Department of Defence.

To find out how TITUS can help your organization visit www.titus.com.


